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Length: 7 m, Ø 150 mm~ (without filter)~

Fan 2,000 m³/h~ 1.1 kW~ 3x400 V

Extraction capacity: 1,000 m³/h

Length of extraction arm: 4 m

Length of boom: 3 m

(type 79 007 201)

Article Number: 57534

EAN Code: 9004853575341

TECHNICAL FACTS

Fast working due to particularly flexible adjustment with only one hand

40% less adjustment of the extraction arm due to flow-optimised design of the cover

Holds the set position unsupported by means of internal supporting elements with springs

From 5m version, there is the possibility to attach tools or wire feeders up to 50 kg to the boom by means of an

integrated C-rail with trolley = ideal for avoiding tripping hazards

Particularly low-noise due to housing made of cast silumin, compact solution for welding stations with direct

discharge into the open air

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

Applications

- Large amounts of smoke/dust

- Permanent use

- Welding fumes, gases, vapours, light dust

- For wall mounting or on columns

- For use wherever filtering of the extracted air is not absolutely necessary
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Features

- 360 degree rotatable extraction hood with throttle valve

- Fan made of spark-proof cast silumin

- Also available in pipe version or up to 10m length on request

Scope of delivery of exhaust air sets:

- Extraction arm with cover

- Wall bracket

- Fan

- Motor protection switch

- Set of connecting material

- Exhaust air duct extendable from 1.25 - 5.00 m

- Blow-out nozzle with bird screen

- From 5m version with boom

SPECIFICATIONS

Connection 400 V

suction power with arm 1000 m3/h

motor power 1100 W

Noise level (peak) 73 dB(A)

suction tube-Ø 150 mm

Mounting arm length 3 m

arm length 4 m

Total length 7000 mm

Weight 111 kg
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